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Abstract

We study the problem of tensor robust principal compo-
nent analysis (TRPCA), which aims to separate an underly-
ing low-multilinear-rank tensor and a sparse outlier tensor
from their sum. In this work, we propose a fast non-convex
algorithm, coined Robust Tensor CUR (RTCUR), for large-
scale TRPCA problems. RTCUR considers a framework of
alternating projections and utilizes the recently developed
tensor Fiber CUR decomposition to dramatically lower the
computational complexity. The performance advantage of
RTCUR is empirically verified against the state-of-the-arts
on the synthetic datasets and is further demonstrated on the
real-world application such as color video background sub-
traction.

1. Introduction
Robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [1] is one

of the fundamental dimension reduction methods for data
science. It tolerances extreme outliers, to which standard
PCA is very sensitive. In particular, RPCA aims to recon-
struct a low-rank matrix L⋆ and a sparse outlier matrix S⋆

from the corrupted observation
X = L⋆ + S⋆. (1)

This RPCA model has been widely studied [2–6] and ap-
plied to many applications e.g., face modeling [7], feature
identification [8], NMR signal recovery [9], and video back-
ground subtraction [10]. However, RPCA can only han-
dle 2-mode arrays (i.e., matrices) while real data usually
presents in the form of a multi-dimensional array (i.e., ten-
sors). For instance, in the application of video background
subtraction [10], a color video is naturally a 4-mode tensor
(height, width, frame, and color). To apply RPCA, the orig-
inal tensor data has to be unfolded to a matrix along certain

*This work is supported by NSF BIGDATA DMS #1740325 and NSF
DMS #2011140.

mode(s), resulting in performance degradation due to the
structural information loss at matricization. In addition, it
may not be clear how the rank of the unfolded matrix de-
pends on the rank of the original tensor in some tensor rank
settings.

To take advantage of the natural tensor structure, some
earlier studies have the extended RPCA model (1) to the
so-called Robust Tensor PCA (RTPCA) model:

X = L⋆ + S⋆, (2)
where L⋆ ∈ Rd1×···×dn is the underlying low-rank tensor
and S⋆ ∈ Rd1×···×dn is the underlying sparse tensor. In
this model, there is no assumption on the outleirs’ magni-
tudes; they can be arbitrary large as long as S⋆ is sparse.
Note that there exist various definitions of tensor decompo-
sitions that lead to various versions of tensor rank. In this
work, we will focus on the setting using multilinear rank.
Specifically speaking, we aim to solve the non-convex opti-
mization problem:

minimize
L,S

∥X − L − S∥F

subject to L is low-multilinear-rank,
S is sparse.

(3)

One of the major challenges for solving the multilinear
rank based TRPCA problem is the high computational cost
for computing the Tucker decomposition. If L⋆ is rank-
(r1, · · · , rn), the existing methods, e.g., [11–14], have com-
putational complexity at least O(ndnr) flops1—they are
thus computationally challenging in large-scale2 problems.
Thus, it is urgent to develop a highly efficient TRPCA algo-
rithm for time-intensive applications.

1.1. Related Work and Contributions

Due to the various definitions of tensor rank, there are
different versions of robust tensor decompositions. For ex-

1For ease of presentation, we take d1 = · · · = dn =: d and r1 =
· · · = rn =: r when discussing complexities throughout the paper.

2In our context, ‘large-scale’ refers to large n and/or large d.
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ample, [15] proposes the tensor tubal rank based on the ten-
sor SVD (t-SVD). Based on the tubal rank, the TRPCA is
formulated by different convex optimization models with
different sparsity patterns [16, 17]. This type of RTPCA
only partially utilizes the inherent correlation of tensor data.
Recently, based on the CP rank [18], [19] proposed a non-
convex iterative algorithm to compute a robust tensor CP
decomposition by assuming that the underlying tensor L⋆

is a low CP rank tensor and S⋆ is a sparse tensor.
In tensor analysis, another popular used tensor rank is

multilinear rank [20]. Based on the multilinear rank, there
is another version of RTPCA that considers the underlying
low rank tensor L⋆ to be a low multilinear rank tensor. Mo-
tivated from the fact that the nuclear norm is the convex
envelope of the matrix rank with the unit ball of the spectral
norm, the work [21] proposed the Higher-order RPCA via
replacing the multilinear rank of the tensor L by the convex
surrogate

∑n
i=1 ∥L(i)∥∗ and thus the convex optimization

problem becomes

minimize
L,S

n∑
i=1

∥L(i)∥∗ + λ∥S∥1

subject to L+ S = X ,

(4)

where ∥ · ∥∗ is matrix nuclear norm and ∥ · ∥1 is the entry-
wise ℓ1 norm.

In this work, we consider the TRPCA problem under the
setting of multilinear rank. Our main contributions are two-
fold:

1. We propose a novel non-convex approach, coined
Robust Tensor CUR (RTCUR), for large-scale TR-
PCA problems. RTCUR uses an alternating projection
framework and employs a novel mode-wise tensor de-
composition [22] for fast low-rank tensor approxima-
tion. The computational complexity of RTCUR is as
low as O(n2dr2 log2(d) + n2rn+1 logn+1(d)), which
is substantially lower than the state-of-the-art.

2. The empirical advantages of RTCUR are verified on
both synthetic and real-world datasets. In particular,
we show that RTCUR has the best speed performance
compared to the state-of-the-art of both tensor and ma-
trix RPCA. Moreover, we also show that tensor meth-
ods outperform matrix methods, in terms of recon-
struction quality, under certain outlier patterns.

1.2. Notation

We denote tensors, matrices, vectors, and scalars in dif-
ferent typeface for clarity. More specifically, calligraphic
capital letters (e.g., X ) are used for tensors, capital let-
ters (e.g., X) are used for matrices, lower boldface let-
ters (e.g., x) for vectors, and regular letters (e.g., x) for
scalars. We use X(I, :) and X(:, J) to denote the row

and column submatrices with indices I and J , respectively.
X (I1, · · · , In) denotes the subtensor of X with indices Ik
at mode k. A single element of a tensor is denoted by
Xi1,··· ,in . Moreover, ∥X∥∞ = maxi1,··· ,in |Xi1,··· ,in | and

∥X∥F =
√∑

i1,··· ,in X 2
i1,··· ,in denote the infinity norm

and Frobenius norm, respectively. X† denotes the Moore-
Penrose pseudoinverse. The set of the first d natural num-
bers is denoted by [d] := {1, · · · , d}.

2. Preliminaries
A tensor is a multidimensional array whose dimension is

called the order or mode. The space of real tensors of order
n and sizes (d1, · · · , dn) is denoted as Rd1×···×dn . We first
review some basic tensor properties.

2.1. Tensor Operations

Definition 2.1 (Tensor Matricization/Unfolding). An n-
mode tensor X can be matricized, or reshaped into a
matrix, in n ways by unfolding it along each of the n
modes. The mode-k matricization/unfolding of tensor X ∈
Rd1×···×dn is the matrix denoted by

X(k) ∈ Rdk×
∏

j ̸=k dj (5)

whose columns are composed of all the vectors obtained
from X by fixing all indices except for the k-th dimension.
The mapping X 7→ X(k) is called the mode-k unfolding
operator.

Definition 2.2 (Mode-k Product). Let X ∈ Rd1×···×dn

and A ∈ RJ×dk . The k-th mode multiplication between X
and A is denoted by Y = X ×k A, with

Yi1,··· ,ik−1,j,ik+1,··· ,in

=

dk∑
s=1

Xi1,··· ,ik−1,s,ik+1,··· ,inAj,s.
(6)

Note this can be written as a matrix product by noting that
Y(k) = AX(k). If we have multiple tensor matrix products
from different modes, we use the notation X ×s

i=t Ai to de-
note the product X ×t At ×t+1 · · · ×s As.

Definition 2.3 (Tucker decomposition and Tucker/Mul-
tilinear Rank). Given an n-order tensor X , the tuple
(r1, · · · , rn) ∈ Nn is called the Tucker rank of the ten-
sor X , where rk = rank(X(k)) i.e., rk is the column rank
of the unfolding of the tensor X from mode-k. Its Tucker
decomposition is defined as an approximation of a core
tensor C ∈ RR1×···×Rn multiplied by n factor matrices
Ak ∈ Rdk×Rk (whose columns are usually orthonormal),
k = 1, 2, · · · , n along each mode, such that

X ≈ C ×n
i=1 Ai. (7)
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Figure 1: ( [22, Figure 2]). Illustration of the Fiber CUR
Decomposition of Theorem 2.5 in which Ji is not necessar-
ily related to Ii. The lines correspond to rows of C2, and red
indices within correspond to rows of U2. Note that the lines
may (but do not have to) pass through the core subtensor R
outlined by dotted lines. Fibers used to form C1 and C3 are
not shown for clarity.

If Equation (7) holds and Rk = rk for all k = 1, · · · , n,
then we call the decomposition an exact Tucker decomposi-
tion of X .

Remark 2.4. Higher-order singular value decomposition
(HOSVD) [23] is a specific orthogonal Tucker decompo-
sition which is popularly used in the literature.

2.2. Tensor Fiber CUR Decompostions

CUR decompositions for matrices have been actively
studied [24, 25]. For a matrix X ∈ Rd1×d2 , let C be a
column submatrix of X with column indices J , R be a row
submatrix of X with row indices I , and U = X(I, J). The
theory of CUR decompositions states that X = CU†R if
rank (U) = rank (X). The first extension of CUR decom-
positions to tensors involved a single-mode unfolding of 3-
mode tensors [26]. Later, [27] proposes a different variant
of tensor CUR that accounts for all modes. Recently, [22]
dubs these decompositions with more descriptive monikers,
namely Fiber and Chidori CUR decompositions. Later in
this paper, we will employ the tensor Fiber CUR decompo-
sition (see Figure 1 for illustration) to accelerate a key step
in the proposed algorithm. For the reader’s convenience, we
state the characterization of the Fiber CUR decomposition
below.

Theorem 2.5 ( [22, Theorem 3.3]). Let A ∈ Rd1×···×dn

with multilinear rank (r1, . . . , rn). Let Ii ⊆ [di] and
Ji ⊆ [

∏
j ̸=i dj ]. Set R = A(I1, · · · , In), Ci = A(i)(:, Ji)

and Ui = Ci(Ii, :). Then the following statements are
equivalent:

(i) rank (Ui) = ri,

(ii) A = R×n
i=1 (CiU

†
i ),

(iii) rank (Ci) = ri for all i and the multilinear rank of R
is (r1, · · · , rn).

In particular, (ii) is called tensor Fiber CUR decomposition.

In addition, according to [28, Corollary 5.2], if one
uniformly samples indices Ii and Ji with size |Ii| =

O(ri log(di)) and |Ji| = O
(
ri log(

∏
j ̸=i dj)

)
, then

rank (Ui) = ri holds for all i with high probability un-
der some mild assumptions. Thus, the tensor Fiber CUR
decomposition holds and its computational complexity is
dominated by computing the pseudoinverse of Ui. Given
the dimension of Ui, computing the pseudoinverse costs
O
(
r2(n− 1) log2(d)

)
flops, thus tensor Fiber CUR de-

composition costs O
(
r2n2 log2(d)

)
flops. In contrast,

HOSVD costs O(rdn) flops.

3. Proposed Approach

In this section, we propose a fast approach, called Ro-
bust Tensor CUR (RTCUR), for non-convex TRPCA prob-
lem (3). RTCUR is developed in a framework of alternat-
ing projections: (I) First, we project X − L(k) onto the
space of sparse tensors to update the estimate of outliers
(i.e., S(k+1)); (II) then we project the less corrupted data
X − S(k+1) onto the space of low-multilinear-rank tensors
to update the estimate (i.e., L(k+1)). The key for our al-
gorithm acceleration is using tensor Fiber CUR decompo-
sition for inexact low-multilinear-rank tensor approxima-
tion in Step (II), which provides much better computational
complexity than the standard HOSVD. Consequently, in
Step (I), this inexact approximation allows us to estimate
only the outliers that lie in the smaller subtensors and fibers
that Fiber CUR decomposition samples. RTCUR is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1. Now, we will discuss the details of
our approach and start with Step (II).

3.1. Updating L

SVD is the most standard method for low-rank approx-
imation in the matrix setting. Similarly, in the literature,
HOSVD is the standard method for low-multilinear-rank
approximation under our multilinear rank setting. However,
HOSVD is computationally expansive when the problem
scale is large. Inspired by the recent development on tensor
CUR decomposition [22], we employ Fiber CUR decom-
position for accelerated inexact low-multilinear-rank tensor
approximations and update the estimate by setting

L(k+1) = R(k+1) ×n
i=1 C

(k+1)
i

(
U

(k+1)
i

)†
, (8)
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Algorithm 1 Robust Tensor CUR (RTCUR)

1: Input: X = L⋆ + S⋆ ∈ Rd1×···×dn : observed ten-
sor; (r1, · · · , rn): underlying multilinear rank of L⋆;
ε: targeted precision; ζ(0), γ: thresholding parameters;
{|Ii|}ni=1, {|Ji|}ni=1: cardinalities for sample indices.

2: Initialization: L(0) = 0,S(0) = 0, k = 0
3: Uniformly sample the indices {Ii}ni=1, {Ji}ni=1

4: while e(k) > ε do // e(k) is defined in (14)
5: (Optional) Resample the indices {Ii}ni=1, {Ji}ni=1

6: // Step (I): Updating S
7: ζ(k+1) = γ · ζ(k)
8: S(k+1) = HTζ(k+1)(X − L(k))
9: // Step (II): Updating L

10: R(k+1) = (X − S(k+1))(I1, · · · , In)
11: for i = 1, · · · , n do
12: C

(k+1)
i = (X − S(k+1))(i)(:, Ji)

13: U
(k+1)
i = SVDri(C

(k+1)
i (Ii, :))

14: end for
15: L(k+1) = R(k+1) ×n

i=1 C
(k+1)
i

(
U

(k+1)
i

)†

16: k = k + 1
17: end while
18: Output: R(k), C

(k)
i , U

(k)
i for i = 1, · · · , n: the esti-

mates of the tensor Fiber CUR decomposition of L⋆.

where

R(k+1) = (X − S(k+1))(I1, · · · , In),

C
(k+1)
i = (X − S(k+1))(i)(:, Ji),

U
(k+1)
i = SVDri(C

(k+1)
i (Ii, :)),

(9)

for all i. Therein, SVDri denotes the truncated rank-ri ma-
trix singular value decomposition that is used to enforce
the low-multilinear-rank constraint. Recall the aforemen-
tioned complexity for computing Fiber CUR decomposi-
tion is O

(
r2n2 log2(d)

)
. Note that there is no need to

compute the full X − S(k+1) but merely the sampled sub-
tensors. Similarly, forming the entire L is never needed
through RTCUR—we only need to keep the decomposed
tensor components and form the sampled subtensors of L
accordingly (see Section 3.3 for details). That is, (8) is pro-
vided for explanation but should never be fully computed in
an efficient implementation of RTCUR.

3.2. Updating S

We consider the simple yet effective hard thresholding
operator HTζ for outlier estimation, which is defined as:

(HTζX )i1,··· ,in =

{
Xi1,··· ,in , |Xi1,··· ,in | > ζ;

0, otherwise.
(10)

As shown in [2, 4, 5], with a properly chosen thresholding
value, HTζ is effectively a projection operator onto the sup-

port of S⋆. More specifically, we update

S(k+1) = HTζ(k+1)(X − L(k)). (11)

If ζ(k+1) = ∥L⋆ − L(k+1)∥∞ is chosen, then we have
supp (S(k+1)) ⊆ supp (S⋆) and ∥S⋆ − S(k+1)∥∞ ≤
2∥L⋆ −L(k+1)∥∞. Empirically, we find that iteratively de-
caying thresholding values

ζ(k+1) = γ · ζ(k) (12)

provide superb performance with carefully tuned γ and ζ(0).
Note that a favorable choice of ζ(0) is ∥L⋆∥∞, which can
be easily accessed/estimated in many applications. The de-
cay factor γ ∈ (0, 1) should be tuned according to the dif-
ficulty of the TRPCA problem, e.g., those problems with
higher rank, more dense outliers, or large condition num-
ber are harder. For successful reconstruction, the harder
problems require larger ζ and vice versa. We observe that
γ ∈ [0.6, 0.9] generally performs well.

3.3. Computational Complexity

As mentioned, the complexity for computing a Fiber
CUR decomposition is very low, thus the dominating steps
in RTCUR are the hard thresholding operator and/or the ten-
sor/matrix multiplications. We again remark that only the
sampled subtensors and fibers are needed when computing
(9). Thus, we merely need to estimate the outliers on these
subtensors and fibers, and (11) should not be fully executed.
Instead, we only compute

S(k+1)(I1, · · · , In) = HTζ(k+1)((X − L(k))(I1, · · · , In)),

S(k+1)
(i) (:, Ji) = HTζ(k+1)((X − L(k))(i)(:, Ji)).

(13)

for all i, which leads to a total complexity of
O(rn logn(d) + n2dr log(d)) in this step. Not only can we
save the computational complexity on hard thresholding but
also much smaller subtensors of L(k) need to be formed in
(13). We can form the required subtensors from the stored
Fiber CUR components, which is much cheaper than form-
ing and saving the whole L(k). In particular, the total com-
plexity for forming L(k)(I1, · · · , In) and {L(k)

(i) (:, Ji)}
n
i=1

is O(n2dr2 log2(d) + n2rn+1 logn+1(d)) and it dominates
the overall complexity of RTCUR.

Moreover, for time saving purposes, we may avoid com-
puting the Frobenius norm of the full tensor when comput-
ing the relative error for the stopping criterion. In RTCUR,
we adjust the relative error formula to be

e(k) =
∥E(k)(I1, · · · , In)∥F +

∑n
i=1 ∥E

(k)
(i) (:, Ji)∥F

∥X (I1, · · · , In)∥F +
∑n

i=1 ∥X(i)(:, Ji)∥F
(14)

where E(k) = X − L(k) − S(k), so that it does not use any
extra subtensor or fiber but only those we already formed.
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Figure 2: Empirical phase transition in corruption rate α
and sampling constant υ. Left: RTCUR-F. Right: RTCUR-
R. Top: r = 3. Middle: r = 5. Bottom: r = 10.

3.4. Two Variants of RTCUR

We consider two variants of RTCUR, namely RTCUR-
F and RTCUR-R. RTCUR-F uses fixed sample indices
through all iterations while RTCUR-R resamples {Ii}ni=1

and {Ji}ni=1 in every iteration. RTCUR-F requires mini-
mal data accessibility and runs slightly faster. RTCUR-R
accesses more data and takes some extra computing; for ex-
ample, the denominator of (14) has to be recomputed per
iteration. On the other hand, accessing more redundant data
means RTCUR-R has a better chance to correct any “un-
lucky” sampling over the iterations, thus we expect that
RTCUR-R has superior outlier tolerance than RTCUR-F.
We recommend RTCUR-F if the data accessibility or com-
putation ability is limited. Otherwise, if better outlier toler-
ance is desired and data is easily accessible, then RTCUR-R
is recommended.

4. Numerical Experiments
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments to ver-

ify the empirical performance of RTCUR against the state-
of-the-art robust matrix/tensor PCA algorithms: Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers for TRPCA (ADMM) [17],
Accelerated Alternating Projections for RPCA (AAP) [4],
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Figure 3: Runtime vs. dimension comparison among
RTCUR-F, RTCUR-R, ADMM, AAP, and IRCUR. Multi-
linear rank (3, 3, 3). The ADMM method proceed relatively
slow for larger tensor so we only test the ADMM runtime
for tensor size smaller than 300.

and Iterative Robust CUR for RPCA (IRCUR) [5]. Both
proposed variants, RTCUR-F and RTCUR-R, will be eval-
uated. Section 4.1 contains two synthetic experiments: (i)
We study the empirical relation between the outlier toler-
ance and sample size for RTCUR. (ii) We show the speed
advantage of RTCUR compared to the state-of-the-art meth-
ods. In Sections 4.2, we successfully apply RTCUR to two
real-world problems, color video background subtraction
and face modeling.

We utilize the codes of all compared algorithms from
the authors’ websites, and the parameters are hand tuned
for their best performance. For RTCUR, we sample |Ii| =
υri log(di) and |Ji| = υri log(

∏
j ̸=i dj) for all i, and υ is

called the sampling constant through this section. All the
tests are executed from Matlab R2020a on an Ubuntu work-
station with Intel i9-9940X CPU and 128GB RAM.

4.1. Synthetic Examples

For the synthetic experiments, we use d := d1 = · · · =
dn and r := r1 = · · · = rn. The observed tensor X =
L⋆ + S⋆. To generate n-mode L⋆ ∈ Rd×···×d with multi-
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Table 1: Video information and runtime comparison for color video background subtraction task.

video runtime (sec)
size RTCUR-F RTCUR-R ADMM [17] AAP [4] IRCUR [5]

Shoppingmall 256× 320× 3× 1250 3.53 5.83 783.67 50.38 15.71
Highway 240× 320× 3× 440 3.15 5.47 168.55 18.10 3.87

Crossroad 350× 640× 3× 900 6.15 13.33 1099.3 97.85 35.47
Port 480× 640× 3× 1000 7.22 8.10 3502.8 121.2 11.98

Parking lot 360× 640× 3× 400 6.30 8.91 1001.5 43.12 9.02

linear rank (r, · · · , r), we take L⋆ = Y ×1 Y1 ×2 · · · ×n Yn

where Y ∈ Rr×···×r and {Yi ∈ Rd×r}ni=1 are Gaussian
random tensor and matrices with standard normal entries.
To generate the sparse outlier tensor S⋆, we uniformly sam-
ple α percent entries to be the support of S⋆ and the values
of the non-zero entries are uniformly sampled from the in-
terval [−E(|Li1,··· ,in |),E(|Li1,··· ,in |)].

Phase transition. We study the empirical relation between
the outlier corruption rate α and sampling constant υ for
RTCUR-F and RTCUR-R. The tests are conducted on 300×
300×300 (i.e., n = 3 and d = 300) problems with r = 3, 5,
or 10. For both the variants, the thresholding parameters are
set to be ζ(0) = ∥L∥∞ and γ = 0.7. The stopping condition
is ek < 10−5 and an example is considered successfully
solved if ∥L⋆ −L(k)∥F/∥L⋆∥F ≤ 10−3. For each pair of α
and υ, we generate 10 test examples.

The experimental results are summarized in Figure 2,
where a white pixel means all 10 test examples are suc-
cessfully solved under the corresponding problem param-
eter setting and a black pixel means all 10 test cases fail. As
expected, one can see RTCUR-R has slightly better perfor-
mance than RTCUR-F and smaller r tolerates more outliers
since a larger r leads to a harder problem. Moreover, taking
larger υ clearly provides better outlier tolerance. However,
larger υ means RTCUR needs to sample larger subtensors
and more fibers, which of course leads to more computa-
tional time. According to this experiment, we recommend
υ ∈ [3, 5] to balance between outlier tolerance and speed.

Computational efficiency. In this section, we compare the
computational efficiency between RTCUR and the state-of-
the-art tensor/matrix RPCA algorithms. For matrix meth-
ods, we first unfold a n-mode d×· · ·×d tensor to a d×dn−1

matrix, then solve the matrix RPCA problem with rank r.
For all tests, we add 10% corruption and set parameters
υ = 3, ζ(0) = ∥L∥∞, γ = 0.7 for both RTCUR-F and
RTCUR-R. The reported runtime is averaged over 10 trials.

In Figure 3, we consider the problem of 3-mode TRPCA
with varying dimension d and compare the total runtime (all
methods halt when e(k) < 10−5). One can see both variants
of RTCUR are substantially faster than the compared algo-
rithms when d is large.

4.2. Color Video Background Subtraction

We apply RTCUR on the task of color video back-
ground subtraction. We consider two color video datasets
with static backgrounds: Shoppingmall [29], Highway [30],
Crossroad [30], Port [30], and Parking Lot [31]. Since a
monochromatic frame usually does not have low rank struc-
ture [32], we vectorize each color channel of each frame
into a vector and construct a (height × width)×3× frames)
tensor. The targeted multilinear rank is r = (3, 3, 3) for
both videos. For those matrix algorithms, we unfold the
tensor to a (height × width)×(3× frames) matrix and rank
3 is used. We set RTCUR parameters υ = 2, ζ(0) = 255,
γ = 0.7 in this experiment.

The test results along with video size information are
summarized in Table 1. In addition, we provide some
selected visual results in Figure 4. All tested methods
produce visually desirable backgrounds while RTCUR-F
spends least time in the tests of all the three videos.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a highly efficient algorithm RTCUR

for large-scale TRPCA problems. RTCUR is developed by
introducing a novel inexact low-multilinear-rank tensor ap-
proximation via Fiber CUR decomposition, whose struc-
ture provides a significantly reduced computational com-
plexity. Specifically speaking, RTCUR has per iteration
computational complexity as low as O(n2dr2 log2(d) +
n2rn+1 logn+1(d)) flops. Numerical experiments show
that RTCUR is superior to other state-of-the-art tensor/-
matrix RPCA algorithms, on both synthetic and real-world
datasets.

There are four lines of future research work. First, it
will be important to investigate a theoretical convergence
guarantee of RTCUR. Second, extending RTCUR to the
partially observed setting (i.e., when only a small random
portion of the tensor is observed) is another future direction.
Third, we will study the stability of RTCUR with additive
dense noise since outliers often present with small dense
noise in real-world applications. Last, there are exist tensor
PCA studies focusing on the online tensor analysis in order
to alleviate the heavy memory cost [33–35], we will leave
this topic to be our future work.
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(a) Original (b) RTCUR-F (c) RTCUR-R (d) ADMM (e) AAP (f) IRCUR

Figure 4: Visual results for color video background subtraction. The first two rows are separated backgrounds and fore-
grounds corresponding to a frame from Shoppingmall, the 3rd and 4th rows are separated backgrounds and foregrounds
corresponding to a frame from Highway, the 5th and 6th are separated backgrounds and foregrounds corresponding to a
frame from Crossroad, 7th and 8th correspond to a frame from Port, and the last two rows correspond to a frame from
Parking lot, except the first column which is the original frame.
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